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ABSTRACT
Cartography and computer science powerfully attract each
other to band together into a melting pot stimulating re-
search in interdisciplinary fields such as Geographic Visual
Analytics. Cartography with its rich history of practice and
science brings along visualisation knowledge and large data
sets. Computer science with its short but vigourous evolu-
tion brings along data structures, algorithms and hardware
to make the visualisations and large data sets come alive for
unprecedented user interaction. However, it turns out that
the traditional workflow suffers from noticeable delays and
read-only limitations which practically hinder the every-day
convenient and fluent interaction with large data sets. We
show how to streamline the traditional workflow by eliminat-
ing the intermediate data conversion step through switching
to a native XML database. We suggest to use a RESTful
interface providing scalable temporal read-write access. Fi-
nally, we provide preliminary measurements based on our
prototype implementation named TreeTank providing both
compressed storage and fast SVG delivery.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to a lot of neurons for visual processing, humans are

good at visually identifying patterns. In Geographic Visual
Analytics, this is used for knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) or exploratory data analysis (EDA). A challenge of
current research in this highly interdisciplinary field is to
synthesise information and to derive insights from handling
massive, dynamic, ambiguous, and often heterogeneous data
sources [5].

The scientific objective is to understand how both individ-
uals and teams carry out analytical reasoning and decision
making tasks with complex information and to use this un-
derstanding to develop and assess information and commu-
nication technologies for this purpose [1]. There are different
ways to analyse complex information and a number of dif-
ferent activities in science where such applications are use-
ful. Gahegan [8] presented different approaches and types
of methods to handle multivariate data. Thanks to con-
tinuous development and use of on-demand geovisualisation
tools, it should be possible in the future to propose highly
adaptable representations to the current needs of users in
an inexpensive way [9, 8].

To provide windows into the complexity of phenomena
and processes within complex and linked datasets, Mac-
Eachren and Kraak [2] focused research challenges in geo-

visualisation on four themes: representation, visualisation-
computation integration, interfaces, and cognitive or usabil-
ity issues. Modern cartography deals with complex pro-
cesses of geospatial information organisation, access, display,
and use. Collaboration and interactivity from both the cog-
nitive and the usability perspective are well known research
areas [8].

1.1 Problem Statement
Large-scale interactive Geographic Visual Analytics cur-

rently faces two major problems related to computer science:

1. End-to-End Delay: The traditional three-step work-
flow imposes a noticeable end-to-end delay between
the query issuance and the retrieval of the final data
ready for visualisation:

(a) A SQL query is issued to a spatial database;

(b) The database returns Standard Open Format;

(c) The Standard Open Format is converted into SVG.

2. Read-Only: The traditional workflow does not con-
sider the aspect of collaboration as the user can not
persistently enhance the existing data on-the-fly with
individual attributes such as comments or even pic-
tures.

1.2 Contribution
Our contribution is fivefold:

1. Two-Step Workflow: We shortcut the traditional work-
flow by directly storing SVG data in a native XML
database. This results in the following concise two
steps eliminating the intermediate data conversion step
as described with the problem statement:

(a) An XQuery is issued to a native XML database;

(b) The database returns SVG.

2. RESTful Interface: We introduce a RESTful web in-
terface to Geographic Visual Analytics to cleanly sep-
arate client and server in a standardised and scalable
way.

3. Temporal REST: We extend Geographic Visual Ana-
lytics by an inherent temporal dimension which allows
to query the current as well as all past revisions of the
stored SVG and its related data through the alluded
easy-to-use RESTful interface.
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4. Read-Write: We allow to interactively enhance the al-
ready stored SVG with statistical data and new at-
tributes through XQuery Update.

5. Implementation: We provide a prototype implementa-
tion named TreeTank to estimate the impact of elim-
inating the traditional intermediate data conversion
step.

1.3 Background
Representations such as cartographic maps create links

between representation and user interface and map user
cognition and geospatial data. A variety of problem solv-
ing and data exploration tasks are addressed using carto-
graphic representations. The ongoing technological devel-
opment changes the representation forms, the spatial data
handling, the related information science, the technology
communities, and the potential of these representation forms
for productive use. Effectiveness also is a theme discussed
when using such representations and it is linked with the
behaviour of the user interacting with the display. The
widespread availability of cartographic maps throughout the
Internet leads to increased expectations on how to represent
these maps [6].

Established specifications such as the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) as a technique for coding and structuring
data should prove beneficial for portraying and interacting
with geospatial information and visualisation [6]. Many dif-
ferent approaches (server-side, client-side, hybrid) are avail-
able to improve the performance [13]. Each approach has
its distinguished impact on data manipulation, map man-
agement, user interactivity, and the distribution of server-
side or client-side tasks [13]. In addition, scalability and the
option for collaboration also vary with each approach.

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), an open vector-oriented
XML grammar, is suitable to visualise data. Dunfey [10]
proposed to use SVG to develop an open architecture for a
vector GIS. SVG is a powerful tool and has the potential
to visualise data now and in the future. SVG can be used
to view vector graphics in a browser. There are plug-ins
such as the Adobe SVG Viewer [4] and an increasing num-
ber of browsers directly supporting SVG [10]. Batik [11],
a Java SVG toolkit, allows to develop applications which
use SVG for visualisation. Neumann and Winter [3, 10]
proposed to use SVG because it is an ideal vector format
for web-based mapping. SVG, however, should be compli-
ant with the OpenGIS Recommendation on the Definition
of Coordinate Reference System for a XML grammar [12].
SVG suffers from its lack to store additional attributes. Still,
SVG is a desirable tool and the use of a separate XML file
for storing additional information is preferred [10].

With Geographic Visual Analytics, data is stored in a
spatial database and can be exported as XML in a tradi-
tional geographical information system (GIS) file format or
as SQL data. Widely used proprietary databases such as
ESRI ArcSDE or Oracle Spatial store geospatial informa-
tion in a binary long data type in an unpublished binary en-
coding. As such, the SVG document can only be extracted
with the help of an SQL query. The traditional approach is
to deliver the requested data in a Standard Open Format,
e.g., a ESRI Generate File. An intermediate data conversion
step is required to generate the SVG used for a flexible and
easy-to-use interface. The traditional workflow is depicted
in Figure 1 [10].
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Figure 1: Traditional three-step workflow convert-
ing the native output of a spatial database into SVG.

2. FIVE STEPS FORWARD

2.1 Streamlined Two-Step Workflow
We suggest a two-step workflow as depicted in Figure 2:

1. An XQuery is issued to a native XML database;

2. The database returns SVG.

In stark contrast to the traditional three-step workflow,
the intermediate data conversion step is eliminated, i.e.,
there is no need for converting the Standard Open Format
such as an ESRI Generate File into SVG. The eliminated
intermediate data conversion step both makes heavy use of
CPU and IO and mainly contributes to the large end-to-
end delay virtually inhibiting interactive Geographic Visual
Analytics.

At the hearth of our main contribution lies the switch to a
native XML database capable of directly storing and emit-
ting fine-grained XML data. Unlike traditional relational
databases, native XML databases do not store the XML
data as character large objects and inherently know about
the XML structure and XML nodes. The finer granular-
ity allows to answer complex queries and extract the stored
XML in a scalable fashion because the parsing and recon-
struction process required with character large objects can
be omitted. In addition, most state-of-the-art native XML
databases support modifications of the stored XML.

XQuery (Update)
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Figure 2: Streamlined two-step workflow directly
outputting SVG stored in a native XML database.



Notably, the native XML database must not necessarily
store a single large SVG document but may separate the
SVG, i.e., cartographic data, from other XML, e.g., statis-
tical or user-provided data. The single XQuery expression
issued to the native XML database is responsible to tell the
system how to enrich the SVG with additional data, e.g.,
how to colour different regions of the map due to the pop-
ulation density. The native XML database then executes
the query by swiftly searching and combining all required
XML fragments to finally return a single SVG. This lays the
ground for distributing the underlying native XML database
internally while still maintaining a single interface to the
upper layers. Consequently, the elimination of the interme-
diate data conversion step by switching to a native XML
database such as TreeTank leads to fundamentally better
scalability than traditionally available.

2.2 RESTful Geographic Visual Analytics
Representational state transfer (REST) [7] is a set of net-

work architecture principles which outline how resources are
defined and addressed. Practically speaking, REST defines
a simple and scalable interface to exchange resources over
HTTP. Each resource must be uniquely addressable through
hypermedia links meeting a universal syntax. A well-defined
and typically small set of HTTP operations specifies how to
proceed with the obtained resource. The basic operations
are POST to create a resource, GET to read a resource, PUT
to update a resource, and DELETE to remove a resource.

The time-tested scalability and unquestioned expressive-
ness of REST makes it the interface of choice when it comes
to handle large-scale SVG data. The clean separation of
client and server at the web layer (HTTP) allows both sides
to be independently implemented while drawing from state-
of-the-art standardised web technologies such as Java, Ruby
on Rails, or Adobe Flex. In addition, REST is a bidirec-
tional interface both for querying and modifying the re-
quested resource.

As the specification of the RESTful interface lies in the
hands of each service provider, he can both specify the set of
available operations and resources. Additionally, the imple-
mentation – be it the traditional three-step or the stream-
lined two-step workflow – can be exchanged without modi-
fying the RESTful interface and breaking existing clients.

A RESTful HTTP request looks like:

GET http://{host}/{path-to-resource}?{query} (1)

where {host} is the name of the web server hosting the Ge-
ographic Visual Analytics service, {path-to-resource} is
the name of the resource to retrieve, and {query} is a query
expression used for a detailed specification of the result to
return. E.g., a simple request might be:

http://localhost/MapOfAmerica?PopulationDensity

(2)
to retrieve the SVG representing the map of the United
States of America coloured with the population density. Note
that the query must not necessarily be an XQuery expres-
sion but it may be an implementation-independent expres-
sion which is mapped to XQuery (or to a SQL query) on the
server side.

2.3 Temporal Geographic Visual Analytics
Figure 3 depicts the evolution of a cartographic map over

time. Currently, the user usually retrieves the revision of

the map as it was last stored. A simple temporal extension
to the RESTful interface empowers the user to retrieve the
map as it looked like at any past point in time. This enor-
mously facilitates interactive Geographic Visual Analytics
in a temporal fashion. E.g., the evolution of the population
density of a whole region can now easily be visualised.

A temporal RESTful HTTP request looks like:

.../{path-to-resource}/({point-in-time})?{query}
(3)

where ({point-in-time}) denotes a point in time either
specified as a revision number or an ISO-compliant date.
The parenthesis ( and ) mark the temporal expression which
can easily be extended in the future, e.g., to support time
periods in addition to single points in time.

While the temporal dimension comes along with an unim-
posing but convenient extension to the well-known RESTful
interface, it potentially imposes a huge storage and process-
ing overhead if the underlying system does not natively sup-
port temporal queries. Our native XML database TreeTank
was designed to support temporal queries out-of-the-box and
is able to retrieve any past revision at the same cost as the
last revision.

Time

Selection

Map

Figure 3: Temporal selection of a cartographic map
as it looked liked at a past point in time.

2.4 Interactive Enhancement
Google Maps is an impressive example how users can

not only visualise geographic data but also enrich it with
new information. Unfortunately, the traditional three-step
workflow does not support a feedback channel enabling user-
driven enhancements or additional attributes. The complex-
ity lies in the question where to efficiently store the newly
added attributes, how to query them, and how to merge
them with the existing geographic information.

Our streamlined two-step workflow leaves a single point
to store the user enhancements for later retrieval: the native
XML database. The user issues an XQuery Update expres-
sion which tells the native XML database to insert, change
or delete an attribute. The modification immediately be-
comes visible for reading queries and therefore optimally
supports collaborative projects. Taking the RESTful inter-
face into account, the user may also issue a generic query
by calling a POST, PUT, or DELETE operation which is
transformed into a XQuery Update expression on the server.

To pick up our example about the population densities of a
given region, we can now give a complete example involving
all mentioned contributions. One can imagine a RESTful
service running at the local host. Initially, the service does
not contain any data at all. Then, the user successively
performs the following actions through the RESTful web
interface of the service:

• The SVG-based map is uploaded to the server;



• Attributes are inserted into the SVG to denote several
regions by their identifiers;

• The population density data for the geographic region
of the SVG-map is uploaded. Each upload contains
the data of a specific year;

• More SVG layers, e.g., rivers or streets, are uploaded
to the server;

• The user tags several regions on the map with his own
data by storing more attributes for each region;

2.5 TreeTank Implementation
TreeTank is a native XML database designed to provide

scalable read and write access to XML data. TreeTank con-
currently allows multiple read and a single write transaction
which creates a new revision with each commit. Further-
more, TreeTank was designed to be secure, easy to maintain,
and a well-behaved partner for REST.

Preliminary measurements on a state-of-the-art desktop
computer show two significant advantages of TreeTank. First,
it compresses the original XML data while storing it in its
native data structure. Second, it allows to quickly retrieve
the original XML. Table 1 shows the promising preliminary
results of both the compression and time measurements for
three maps of different sizes. The excellent compression ra-
tio is due to the verbosity of SVG. The time of the data
conversion step alone (excluding the time to retrieve the
original data from the spatial database) takes much longer
than the time required to retrieve the whole SVG from Tree-
Tank.

SVG TreeTank Conversion TreeTank
Size Size Step Time Time
[MB] [MB] [s] [s]

Map 1 0.02 0.01 0.38 0.22
Map 2 2.60 0.21 5.52 0.79
Map 3 138.70 11.3 102.38 3.79

Table 1: Preliminary measurements with TreeTank.

3. CONCLUSION
Both cartography and computer science mutually foster

their respective research. Interdisciplinary fields such as Ge-
ographic Visual Analytics extensively draw from the melt-
ing pot of both a comparably experienced and a youthful
science. While one needs ever faster tools to interactively
visualise large data sets, the other is in need for a catchy
use-case.

We identified the data conversion step of the traditional
workflow of Geographic Visual Analytics as a major bot-
tleneck imposing large end-to-end delays between the query
issuance and the retrieval of the final SVG ready for visu-
alisation. We suggest a new streamlined two-step workflow
based on a native XML database promising better scalability
and diminished delays while better supporting the interac-
tivity aspect from the end-user perspective. We propose to
use a RESTful interface providing scalable temporal read-
write access to geographic as well as statistical or individual
data. The clean separation of client and server at the HTTP
web layer assures back-wards compatibility and better ex-
tensibility. We give an example on how to effectively use the

RESTful interface and provide preliminary measurements
based on our prototype implementation TreeTank. The ex-
cellent compression ratio as well as the fast SVG delivery
strongly encourage further research.

Future work will include a detailed elaboration and imple-
mentation of our ideas to prepare a solid foundation for the
research community of Geographic Visual Analytics. While
the RESTful interface might look the same for quite some
time, it will independently foster the progress on both the
client and the server side. Under the hood, we will see
distributed native XML databases capable of storing and
querying ever larger sets of geographic and statistical data
while supporting a multitude of concurrent collaborating
users. Five steps towards large-scale interactive Geographic
Visual Analytics – a leap forward from the computer science
perspective.
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